February 25, 2021 | 1 to 3 p.m.
Save the Date: ScienceConnect 2021
Economist at Cambridge Econometrics discuss the economic impacts of COVID-19.

Hear Hector Pollitt, Director and the Head of Modelling at Cambridge Econometrics and Bence Kiss-Dobronyi, Colloquium on Computational Social Science/Computational Data Sciences event probabilities in systems governed by PDEs.

Attend Friday's CMAI event to hear Georg Stadler from New York University discuss estimation of extreme

February 4, 2021 | 6:45 to 9 p.m.
Economics
Galileo Science Cafe: Toward a Model of Interpersonal Trust Drawn from Neuroscience, Psychology, and

Molecular Virology, received $66,065 from the U.S. Department of Health
Fatah Kashanchi
By Elizabeth Grisham
production of extracellular vesicles (lEV) and regulates neuro-inflammation."

Mason astronomers, including
By Mary Beth Laychak and Tracy Mason
planets orbiting AU Microscopii, a nearby star still surrounded by a disk of debris left over from its formation.

SPIRou Stares at a Young Rebel: the AU Mic Planetary System

The awards
offered by the College of Science for up to $50,000.

Applications are open for three new seed awards
new College of Science Seed
Faculty encouraged to apply for

Wednesday, February 3, 2021

This year, the College of Science will honor and celebrate prominent African American scientists from the past, present, and future. Throughout the month, in addition to highlighting<br>Did you know the commemoration's start had local origins? First celebrated as Negro History Week<br>President Ronald Reagan once said, "Understanding the history of Black Americans is a key to understanding the strength of our nation."

by Dean Fernando R. Miralles-Wilhelm
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